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William B. Scott is one of the million disabled
soldiers who, after being seriously wounded at
the front, returned home to cope with civilian life.
By explaining the concrete example of a Bishop’s
student’s experience of the First World War, we
will depict the struggle disabled soldiers and
veterans faced during the interwar period, the
governmental approaches by the Allies in Europe
and in North America to help the wounded to get
back to a normal life, and the several
organizations of veterans who gather to claim for
their rights. My research focuses mainly on the
practices of the countries that were on the Allied
side during the war in Europe, with France,
England and Belgium, and in North America, in
the United States and in Canada, since they faced
the same realities and generally adopted similar
policies.

Abstract

William B. Scott

William B. Scott, second son of F.G. Scott and Amy
Brooks, graduated with a Bachelor of Arts from
Bishop’s University. He then studied law at McGill
for two years where he won a 100$ prize for
being second of his class. He was involved in
many sports teams at Bishop’s such as rugby,
hockey, and football team. He was also the
athletics editor in the Mitre.
In December 1914, he enlisted with the 117th
(Eastern Townships) Battalion based in
Sherbrooke. Unfortunately, one year later, W.B.
Scott lost his right eye, and was invalided home.

The Scott Family, W.B.’s father (middle) and brother (left) - The Mitre

Canadian telegram

Normal course of wounded soldiers 
from the front line back home

When a soldier was injured during a
battle, he was directed to the medical
corps situated directly at the front.

There, doctors gave him the essential
care, and made an evaluation of his
physical condition to determine if his
military service was over or not.

If the soldier had filled his military
duty, in other words if he had
sacrificed enough physical limbs but
would survive, he was invalided
home.

Back home, the injured soldier was
placed in a reconstruction hospital,
which offered specialized care, and
occupational therapy to help
soldiers cope with psychological
traumas

Government Pensions

After the First World War, governments put all their
efforts into reinvigorating their economic and social
system based on capitalism, but faced high
unemployment rates throughout Europe after the
armistice. Many disabled veterans faced problems in their
return to work.
The governments didn’t foresee and misunderstood the

impact of psychological traumas, known as shellshock, on
disabled soldiers, nor did it adapt quickly when this reality
was recognized by the authorities.
The government implemented several pensions to help
returning soldiers who had serious physical injuries, and
their dependants such as children and widows. There was
a strict Disability Table describing each monetary pension
in relation to the severity of the injuries. Pensions didn’t
compensate for loss other than for physical injuries.
Losses from destruction of property or the interruption of
business, were slow to be implemented.
Psychological therapy programs were poorly funded and
underdeveloped even though psychological traumas were
the main cause of unemployment for returning soldiers.
“Shellshock” affected not only those who had physical
injuries, but all participants in warfare. The government
didn’t feel a national responsibility for the mental health
of soldiers. Though it did establish programs of pensions
to compensate physical disabilities, it did not compensate
individuals for mental issues.
The government wanted the population to forget the war
rapidly so that the social and economic system could work
as efficiently as before the conflict. The government
wanted the soldiers to return quickly to work, but it was a
drastic failure.

In all countries, veterans had three ways to cope with the reality of
the interwar period:

They could claim for social change through the ideas of
communism that were spreading in Eastern Europe,
above all in Russia.

They could gather together in national organizations and
negotiate with the governments to claim their rights.

They could organize an international veterans’
association to share information about technology and
how to help soldiers in all countries.

 The last option was implemented by a French veteran, René
Cassin, aligned with the League of Nations. But the International
Labour Office, as it was called, proved a failure, since the Allies
were not able to sit down at the same table as the Germans.

 Communist ideas were more popular in England through
veterans’ associations where more violent rebellions occurred,
but less in other countries.

 In Canada and all the Allied countries, national organizations were
more common. Each region had an organization to help injured
soldiers with all sorts of problems. In Sherbrooke, the “Bureau des
anciens combattants” is an example of such a center.

Veterans’ organizations
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In Brief 

The return of soldiers into the work place was
not an easy task for governments in Europe or
North America. The goal was to restore political,
social and economical stability into these
capitalist nations.
Since physical damages were compensated, but
not psychological ones, the authorities didn’t
manage to adequately deal with the needs of
disabled soldiers when they returned home and
attempted to rush them back into the working
world.
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Conclusion

To conclude, disabled soldiers faced two mentalities
simultaneously when they arrived home. First, they were
glorified for the sacrifice they had made for their nation, and
the government believed it had to implement policies and war
pensions to help them live despite their physical disabilities.
On the other hand, they are seen as inefficient to work in the
capitalist world of productivity, they are a symbol of violence
of the Frist World War that government wanted to forget to
stabilize the social nations. As a consequence the needs of
disabled veterans were not adequately met, since
psychological traumas were misunderstood by the authorities
and the public. Then, veterans and disabled soldiers gathered
together to claim their rights, and in all countries, associations
and organizations were implemented to help them return to
“normal” life. Those demands for autonomy and recognition
during the interwar period surely influenced the disability
rights movement that followed in the next decades.
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